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takes a while to convert each library, which can take 2 or more hrs to do. Doubley - Custom Kontakt
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and Nuke is still at 11.0.1. i think i'd be cool with 11.0.1, but probably prefer 11.1 in a heartbeat. i'd
guess the update process would run more smoothly with 11.1. should we go back to 11.0.1 for the
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Norton that might get in the way of Komodo and/or the file. IÂ . Was Norton program installed to
hard drive instead of removable disk? Is Norton software no longer included in latest Komodo
release? Can you clarify? i am looking for a registry cleaner . a stupid question.. i used Norton

product to remove it from the hard drive. Would i be able to download the older version of Komodo,
with that older extension, and can i use that on both of the machines? I am trying to decide whether

i should buy Komodo again or try the.dae file. Is the dae file still available. I know
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